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SHUBHA JAVARIA

An ace & inherited Vedic Astrology practitioner SHUBHA JAVARIA have 
been into the art of forecasting the future from last 16 years for 
Individuals, corporates & financial markets. 

She is well known for guiding the people in practical spin and believes in 
empowering an individual by assessing future trends based on their 
Horoscope & zodiac reading, so that one can have maximum benefit & 
strategies accordingly. She has been successfully predicting the stock 
market from last 5 years extended her guidance to many investors and 
traders. 
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BULLS TAKE A BREAK

NIFTY TO TRADE RANGE BOUND

The month of August saw Nifty making and breaking new record highs. The Bulls were roaring and as we accurately 
predicted in our Monthly Outlook for August and our Weekly Reports, the second half of the month witnessed an 
extremely bullish trend with Nifty crossing one milestone after another and surpassing the 11,700 mark. Our weekly 
predictions were precise and accurate with date wise predictions accurately identifying the market trends; be it the 
sluggish trend on August 21st or the bullish trends during key dates in the weeks of August. 

The month of September will bring about an end to the strong bullish cycle that the market experienced in recent 
weeks. The Bulls and the Bears will give in and the market will enter into a neutral monthly cycle with Nifty going 
through day wise, range bound movements.

Although, there will be no reason for panic or anxiety in the market, there is nothing positive too on the charts for 
Nifty. For the month of September 2018, we advise our subscribers to maintain a cautious stance and monitor Nifty 
closely to keep booking profits on the basis of daily movements.

Our charts indicate that this is a month for traders. We strongly recommend a change in the trading strategy for Nifty 
this month. Rather than holding, it will be advantageous to book profits as there will be multiple opportunities to 
benefit from range bound trading this month.



Nifty
The charts indicate a neutral trend for Nifty in this month. Market will witness the bulls and the bears taking up equal 
days. However, there are signs that the bullish and bearish trends will end with market witnessing nominal gains in this 
month.
Additionally, the market may experience some range bound run or go through a period of sluggish movement, however, 
stocks will witness a good trend.
As indicated, there will be very few bullish days in Nifty, which most likely will be in the second week of September, the 
remaining days will be average trading days.

Midcaps

We are bullish for Midcaps. Good stocks will give good returns hence, it is advisable to take advantage of the 
opportunity and shift focus towards stocks rather than concentrate on Nifty.

Bank Nifty

This month will see Bank Nifty gaining a strong foothold and will create the platform for the next bull run that is 
expected in Bank Nifty.

Nifty to trade range bound- Buy at dips, sale at high



Important Dates in September

September 12 - Key Bullish Day

Expert Recommendations

We advise our subscribers to book profits for long positions (we had recommended taking long positions in 

Nifty in our Monthly Outlook for August) in the date range of September 03 – 05, 2018.

We would also like to advise our subscribers to focus on daily trading for Nifty and take positions based on our 

recommendations in the weekly reports that we publish.
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DISCLAIMER

Please be informed that the following details are for only purpose of
education. It is neither trading advice nor an invitation to trade. For
trading advise please have the consultation of affiliated advisor or
broker.


